
 CORE SOUL 
AFFIRMATIONS 



I have made it my mission and a deep commitment to myself, to do the "Forgiveness 
Decree" every single morning and then see what happens. I have found now, that its 
POWER INCREASES, when done over a longer period of time. Often I have been literally 
thrown over by the immensely Powerful energetic releases of whatever has been let go of, 
for often we subconsciously hang onto unforgiveness, so deeply buried, even over many 
lifetimes, that we are not conscious anymore. 

I can just encourage you to make this a part of your early morning routine. I do my 
cleansing and clearing meditations every single morning, with the Forgiveness Decree, 
and it becomes like brushing your teeth. It will assist you as you go into the day, with 
crystal clear energy fields, and with the knowing that you fully equipped at SOUL level for 
the day ahead. 

FORGIVENESS DECREE 

I forgive everyone who has ever hurt or harmed me, Consciously or unconsciously 
In this lifetime or any other, In every plane, level or dimension known or unknown, 
I offer them Grace. 

I ask for forgiveness from anyone I have ever hurt or harmed, Consciously or 
unconsciously, 
In this Life or any other, In every plane, level or dimension known or unknown. 
I ask for Grace. 

I forgive myself for anything I have ever done to hurt or harm myself or another, 
consciously or unconsciously, 
In this life or any other. In this Universe or any other, In every plane, level or dimension, 
known or unknown. 
I accept Grace. 

(Repeat this 3x and say it out loud, with shoulders back, as if you are commanding an 
army.)  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WORD I AM WORD 
I start of my day by affirming WORD: by doing this I raise my frequency, vibration and 

awareness and it sets the tone for doing your affirmations during the day....so by saying 
this you tell the Universe...God....Source, I AM ready to manifest.... prayers, wants and 
needs. 

Start of by saying these 7 lines: 
WORD I AM WORD. 
I AM WORD THROUGH MY BODY. WORD I AM WORD. 
I AM WORD THROUGH MY VIBRATION. WORD I AM WORD. 
I AM WORD THROUGH MY KNOWING OF MYSELF AS WORD. WORD I AM WORD. 
I AM WORD THROUGH ALL THAT I SEE BEFORE ME. 
I KNOW WHO I AM. I KNOW WHAT I AM. I KNOW HOW I SERVE. 
I AM HERE. I AM HERE. I AM HERE. 
By affirming WORD, you are moving inter-dimensional. You are still present where you 

are and, in fact, you are traveling in consciousness, but your consciousness does not 
operate along physical lines. And as you are vibrating in this frequency, “I AM in my love, I 
AM Word,” you can transform the frequency of that which you encounter. They (Light 
beings/Source) are teaching you to bypass limitations that you have created or accepted 
as fact and go begin to have a new experience of yourself as energy. “I AM Word through 
all that I see before me,” In short...see in your mind where you want to be and travel there 
in frequency… 

After you established the above you can start Wording whenever you want. Example: I 
AM Word through this intention to call forth Divine Light to clear my energy field of 
anything and everything that is needing to clear. I AM Word through this intention. 
Word I AM Word. (You can imagine Divine Light washing you down.) 

Whatever you wish for and want to change in freq...make sure you start with: I AM Word 
through (insert your affirmation. Example: My (healing, intention, etc) and close off with 
this: I AM Word through this intention. Word I AM Word. 

Anything you want. Another example: I AM Word through my healing and full recovery. I 
am Word through this intention. Word I am Word.  

Just always start off with the above 7 lines before you start wording your intentions. 
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SOVEREIGN SOUL 
With this affirmation I declare that I AM a Sovereign SOUL: I want to establish that 

nothing other then the highest Source light and information can filter through to me. 
I affirm the following statement: 

I AM SOVEREIGN, I AM FREE, ONLY I CAN GOVERN ME……….. 

528 HZ FREQUENCY 
RAISING VIBRATION AND FREQUENCY 
I have been taught as a Qi Gong instructor and student of Master Teresa, Grand Master 

Wu and Master Sifu James that we have to raise our frequency over 500 hz in order to 
affect healing on a cellular, DNA and heart level. The fasted thing you can do every day 
and whenever you feel you are lacking in energy you say: 

528 Open Heart.....keep on saying this until you feel that shift in your heart center.  
Then say: 
528 Activate until you shift again.  
Then you can direct the healing frequency to whatever part of your body. Like your skin, 

sore shoulder or knee. You say: 
528 knee or 528 headache 
528 resonates with: transformation and miracles...DNA repair.
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